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Agenda

• A short history of MSL project

• Some of the challenges and MSL management 
solutions
– How we manage the IV&V project

– How the IV&V project interfaces with the development 
project

The focus of this presentation will be on challenges faced 
by the MSL IV&V project and techniques employed to 
meet these challenges. Nothing novel, more just solid 
techniques consistently executed.



The MSL Project

Science

• Past & Present Habitability of Mars

• Highly Capable Analytical Laboratory

• Next Generation Remote Sensing & 

Contact Investigations

• Suite of Environmental Monitoring 

Instruments

Key MSL Challenges

• EDL

• SA/SPaH development; sample integrity 

• Payload development
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MSL Launch Delay and Impact on IV&V project

• In Jan 2009, the MSL project announced a launch slip from Fall 
2009 to Fall 2011

• The project decided to stay within the FY09 budget allocation 
and focused efforts on critical path items, which didn’t include 
FSW
– MSL FSW project was largely disbanded, built up in Sept 09

– MSL IV&V project employed a similar strategy

• IV&V had an internal risk, R15 (Aug 10)
– “Impact of project ramp up to FY10 IV&V”

– Required mitigation plan, which was

shared between NASA and contractor 

mgmt

– Deliberate efforts to mitigate allowed 

this risk to be closed in Nov 10

• MSL Staff: 1.5 (Aug 09), 15 (Aug 10)



MSL FSW

• MSL FSW is currently 3.1 MSLOC, with estimate of 4.5 
MSLOC upon completion
– ~4x larger than MER (legacy mission)

– Approximately 70-75% of code is autogenerated

– MSL requirements and design are provided amongst 70 
Functional Design Documents and 150 Software Description 
Documents

– Post launch capability is already planned (upload FSW during 
cruise)

• ~65% of MSL FSW is in scope for IV&V (EDL, SA/SPaH, 
ASO)

• MSL utilizes a series of waterfalls to implement its 
software



MSL IV&V Project – Sub Teams

• 5 subteams identified with IV&V project

– 3 deal with development phases

– 2 work across development phases to add rigor to most 
critical areas of project
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MSL IV&V Project – Technical Rigor

• MSL IV&V schedule matched to build schedule. IV&V 
schedule is at higher level, when we approach a task, we 
address specifics through technical rigor

• Technical rigor is implemented through work instructions

– The MSL work instructions are a level of detail deeper than the 
Facility processes (to match specific artifacts)

– Compliant to WBS and associated processes; consistent with 
IEEE 1012

– Implement IV&V using project development artifacts

– Developed by the subteam, with benefit of context, buy-in

– PM approved

• Used as a basis to develop schedule, monitor progress



Example: MSL Work Instruction/Cycle Schedule

Cycle Schedule updated at 
weekly meetings

Cycle 
Schedule 

companion 
to work 

instructions, 
which shows 

how to do 
each subtask

Clear responsibility assignments, tracking of 
planned and actual dates

Strive to capture issues and 
concerns early so they can 

be addressed



Implementing the IV&V project –
Communication and Training

• Communication enables domain understanding and consistency 
across MSL IV&V products
– Within the IV&V team

• We have ~monthly brown-bags where team members share expertise (e.g. 
1553B, profiler, project org, etc)

• We have weekly sub-team meetings and biweekly team meetings

– With the NASA PM
• Monthly “lunch” with Frank (NASA PM)
• Frequent (daily) communication on project status and issues

– Goal – nip concerns as soon as possible

• Training and Rotations
– Work instructions facilitate training, but more importantly are the sessions 

where more experienced members work “shoulder to shoulder”with new 
ones

– Participation in a subteam is constant within an analysis cycle, rotations 
within subteams occur

– If activities finish early or are behind, analysts may be shifted to address a 
surge need (typically surge needs are 2-3 week, well defined activities)



MSL IV&V project – Interacting with the 
Development Project

• The IV&V project is lucky, we have had the same point of 
contact (POC) since the IV&V project began 

• The project POC also has other roles within the MSL project

• Features of our interactions includes
– Bi-weekly tagup – The tagups follow a set agenda and provide a forum 

to track artifacts, reviews and status project and IV&V activities. Any 
concerns are addressed with resolution plans identified

– Bi-monthly discussions – These discussions enable a deeper technical 
dive into particular topics (e.g. autocoding, fault protection, issue 
resolution, etc). Almost always includes additional project personnel

– IV&V attendance at technical reviews

• In the tagups and discussions, IV&V initiates the agenda and 
provides associated material
– Feedback from POC is that the dialogues are extremely effective

– In particular, kudos to IV&V on how we maintain and track action items

– Insist that interactions have clear objectives



Example: IV&V - MSL Bi-weekly tagup
 

1 Agenda  
  

1. Agenda  

2. Items of Note 

3. Update on MSL Schedule/Status/Activities 

4. IV&V Activities 

5. Artifacts Required  

6. MSL IV&V Issue Summary 

7. MSL IV&V Risk Status 

8. Action Item List 

 

• Set agenda and action item list 
facilitates communications

• Tagup agendas are 5-9 pages in 
length

• We go through whole thing in 1 
hour (sometimes 1.5 hours)



Example: IV&V-MSL bimonthly tagups

• We met with project in June 2010 to ensure our understanding of the MSL 
Fault Protection architecture was correct

• We also discussed verification plans, simulators, software architecture and a 
sensor’s outstanding issues during this set of meetings.

We developed this 
chart as one of a 16 
page presentation to 
guide discussions.

As a result of the 
meeting, IV&V was 
able to finalize our 
work instructions for 
this iteration of 
analysis.



Summary

• Described techniques have helped us bridge a year of 
transition on the MSL project

• The techniques become successful because of the 
people

– NASA project Manager

– Project POC

– MSL Analysts

• Additional techniques will likely be necessary to 
meet the challenges in the next fiscal year as the 
project shifts it’s emphasis into test and integration



MSL Team

• Frank Huy (NASA PM)

• Sandy Krasner (MSL POC)

• Shirley Savarino

• Jacob Cox

• Rich Kowalski

• Pradip Matra

• Paula Baker

• Abhijit Sengupta

• Jeff Zemerick (ex)

• Randall Hintz

• Neal Saito
• Ken Ritchie
• Judy Murphy
• Dustin Whitt
• Janette Hunt
• Mike Choppa
• Jeremy Fienhold
• Marcella Williams
• Matt Cole (TQE rep)



Final Thoughts: MSL in 
ATLO - launch Nov 2011
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